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DANCE
CREATE A DANCE VIDEO WORKSHOP
Work with an experienced choreographer to create a dance video – group production and solo dance numbers with
multi-camera film crew and TV makeup artists. Duration: 4.5 Hours.

DANCE AUDITION WORKSHOP
Experience what really happens in a dance audition for TV & Film. You are taught an audition dance routine by a
commercial dancer/choreographer. Get tips on the right clothes, hair & makeup and headshot, resume, and reel.
Learn what it takes to get hired. Duration: 2 Hours.

DANCER WORKSHOP
Experience a dance class taught by a commercial dancer who has performed with celebrities such as Beyonce,
Jennifer Lopez, Usher, etc. Get the “back story” on the
commercial dance industry. Learn the business of being a dancer. Duration: 2 Hours

ACTING
ACTING FOR CAMERA WORKSHOP
Acting for camera requires totally different techniques than for stage. In this class, you will learn how to use the
camera to tell your story as an actor. We will film each performance, guide and critique in class. Duration: 2 Hours.

DRAMATIC IMPROV WORKSHOP
Learn how the art of improvisation helps you to organically discover the essence of a character and the truth of a
scene. Through exploration, improvisation and specificity, you can create a fully fleshed out, authentic character.
Duration: 1 1/2 Hours.

COMMERCIAL ACTING WORKSHOP
Create and act in your own short/commercial. Have fun and learn as you perform on camera and get some
great footage. Duration: 2 Hours

FILM
ZOMBIE FILM WORKSHOP
Make your own zombie movie! We provide everything – makeup, sound, camera, director and crew of L.A.
filmmakers. Get a copy of the amazing movie you made in L.A. Duration: 4 hours.

DOCUMENTARY WORKSHOP
Documentary shorts are being shown in theatres as openers to narrative movies or in between TV show and is a
growing field. You will learn the fundamental elements ofdocumentary filmmaking and even with limited resources,
you can create compelling, important and entertaining stories. You will be guided through making your own
ultrashort documentary piece. Duration: 2 Hours.

PRODUCING A SHORT FILM WORKSHOP
We all carry a film production studio in our pockets! Feature films are shot on iPhone all the time. Learn how to
utilize what you already have, what other equipment you need, how to produce, promote and distribute.
Duration: 2 Hours.

SCREENWRITING WORKSHOP
Learn how to get an idea into production. Together we will explore the importance of story, subject, theme,
character, dialogue, budget and what makes a great film. Duration: 2 Hours.

MOVIE MAKEUP WORKSHOP
Professional film & TV makeup artists will show you the techniques and tricks to transform into zombies or aliens or
horror victims… complete with all the blood and gore! Duration: 2 Hours.
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